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HOW TO UNLEASH THE POWER OF INTERNAL LINKS 

 

How you link within your own 

website determines which 

pages rank for what keywords. 

Search engines rank pages not 

websites, so, the more specific 

you are within your own 

website and how you link critical 

pages determines how search 

algorithms weight those pages 

and rank them in their index. 

 

A simple analogy is the difference between a flashlight and laser. Both 

are based on the premise of light, except one is concentrated and the 

other is diffused. The same applies to how you link. 

Internal linking (linking from one page to the next strategically with 

specific anchor text) is how you concentrate your webpage’s ranking 

factor into a laser of relevance for targeted keyword and key 

phrases.  

In the guide below, we’ll show you how we’ve used internal linking over 

the years to create wildly successful SEO campaigns for ourselves and 

our clients. And in just a few minutes, you can too. 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
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LEGAL NOTICE:  
 

Before you scroll down and read anything in this guide, you need to be made fully aware of the 

following things...  

 

Rankings and Page Rank Disclaimer: This document contains business strategies, search engine 

strategies and other business advice that, regardless of our results and experience, may not 

produce the same results (or any results) for you. We make absolutely no guarantee, expressed or 

implied that by following the advice below you will make any money or improve current profits, 

increase page rank, increase search engine rankings.  

 

There are multiple factors and variables that come into play regarding any given business and the 

competitive landscape. Primarily, results will depend on the nature of the product or business 

model, the conditions of the marketplace, the experience of the individual, and situations and 

elements that are beyond your control. As with any business endeavor, you assume all risk related 

to investment and money based on your own discretion and at your own potential expense.  

 

Liability Disclaimer: By reading this document, you assume all risks associated with using the 

advice given below, with a full understanding that you, solely, are responsible for anything that may 

occur as a result of putting this information into action in any way, and regardless of your 

interpretation of the advice.  

 

You further agree that our company cannot be held responsible in any way for the success or failure 

of your business as a result of the information presented below. It is your responsibility to conduct 

your own due diligence regarding the safe and successful operation of your business if you intend to 

apply any of our information in any way to your business operations. 

  

In summary, you understand that we make absolutely no guarantees regarding search 

engine rankings as a result of applying this information, as well as the fact that you are solely 

responsible for the results of any action taken on your part as a result of this information.  

Terms of Use, Personal-Usage License  

 

This document is FREE – if you have paid for this Ebook, please send us the details in an email to: 

abuse@seodesignsolutions.com so we can send this information to our attorneys. Furthermore you 

cannot use this Ebook in whole or partial as; a bonus offer, blog post, or anywhere online or offline 

without our expressed written consent. We will ensure appropriate legal action shall be taken to 

preserve our brand, and to ensure that we preserve the exclusive nature and value of this product in 

the interest of our proprietary information.  

 

Brought to you by: Jeffrey L. Smith http://www.seodesignframework.com/ SEO Design Solutions, Inc. 

Copyright © 2015 All Rights Reserved 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.seodesignframework.com/
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Internal Link Dynamos and How to Create Them 

How do you control which pages rank for which keywords and if 

those rankings are either exact match or stemmed broad match or 

long-tail keyword variations?  

 

This SEO tip revolves around how to create Top 5 or Top 3 organic 

search engine positioning for a web page by understanding the 

inherent ecological link / support system underlying the on page and 

off page ranking criteria. 

Depending on your ranking objectives, the intent, size and purpose of 

the website (commerce, lead generation, education, passive affiliate 

revenue, etc.), you should select the most appropriate SEO method 

between the two mentioned below. 

 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/search-engine-optimization/seo-subdomains-site-architecture-and-sitemaps/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/seo-tips/seo-rankings-and-how-to-create-them/
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Choosing the Right SEO Method for the Page 

Are you aware that you can make a website or web page rank 

differently for specific “exact match keywords” or an array of related or 

nebulous “broad match” keywords based on applying different 

optimization techniques? 

The following tutorial covers tactics which we have found extremely 

useful over the years for producing laser-like rankings in record time 

based on a few simple on page and off page preferences. 

Using Exact Match or Keyword Stemming? 

If you want a page to rank for more than one keyword, then the title 

tag should contain all of the keywords intended as the destination for 

those keywords. For example a page that I want to rank for SEO Tips, I 

should have that shingle (group of words) first in the title, then use 

overlapping keywords or phrases to cement relevance for them 

collectively. 

Title: Search Engine Optimization Tips, Tutorials and Tactics 

Meta Description: Searching for SEO Tips? Company X offers Search 

Engine Optimization Tips, SEO Tutorials & Tactics to Improve Search 

Engine Positioning. 

Now, the stage is set, and based on the relevance between the 

keywords themselves which are all semantically close as nodes 

(Tutorial, Tutorials, Technique, Techniques, Optimization, Search Engine 

Optimization, SEO and even Search Engine Positioning were incorporated). 

This page when assessing on page SEO factors is groomed as a 

preferred landing page for any of these keyword combinations.  

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/seo-resources/how-seo-really-works/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/articles/reviving-the-long-tail-of-seo/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/seo-tips/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/seo/creating-synergy-with-your-content-on-page-off-page-seo/
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To rank this page, you’ll need to use dozens of other pages linking to 

it from related pages in your website with the keywords SEO Tips, SEO 

Tutorials, Search Engine Positioning Tips, Search Engine Tactics, 

Tips for SEO, Tips for Search Engine Positioning, etc., until you cover 

all of the semantic branches that pertain to the context of the pages 

content. 

 

SEO Method#1 to Produce Keyword Stemming 

This produces keyword stemming by default (ranking for some or all 

variations of all of the keywords). Or, on the contrary, if you wanted 

that page to rank for just one keyword or one keyword and its 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/how-to-reference-material/keyword-exercises-for-seo/
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respective plural variation (refer to SEO Method#2 below). By 

tactfully limiting the amount of varied anchor text (both internally and 

externally) from other websites to that page you can dial-in more 

specific/competitive keywords. 

 

SEO Ranking Method#2 for Exact Match Competitive Rankings 

If using method #2 you are better off using the top 10 pages identified 

from Google for the target keyword in your own website to link to your 

landing page.  

So, how do you know what those 10 pages are? Just ask Google, here’s 

how. 

 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/seo/seo-and-competitive-keywordrelevance-thresholds/
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1. Use the site: command by adding your domain and keyword 

after it in a Google Search. For example, if I wanted to use SEO 

Method #2 on a brand new target page that ranks for the 

keyword “landing pages”, I would use a search operator like this. 

 

 
Then Google will show me which pages are link candidates from 

my own site (that have been deemed authoritative) based on the 

keyword in question. *This technique works like gangbusters  

 

 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
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2. Then I would simply edit those pages and add a link to my 

preferred landing page using the “exact keyword” I’m trying to 

rank the target page for. Which happens to be in this case is the 

anchor text “landing pages”. 

3. By doing this, I am telling Google that the new target page is the 

new page at the apex that should rank for this keyword. 

4. If you were to link 100 times to the new preferred landing page 

with the exact match anchor text “landing page” that is simply 

overkill and there is no need. Only use the top 10-20 results from 

thematically related pages to create the proper internal link 

leverage. 

5. From there, it’s time to get 5 or more backlinks (inbound links 

from sites with theme relevance, link weight or authority) to give 

that page some buoyancy so it can start it’s ascent to the top 10 

search results. 

Over time, each page essentially reaches optimal link-flow for a 

keyword and like a cup flowing over distributes that ranking factor to 

other pages. 

 

Based on internal linking method and off page augmentation, you can 

structure how a website ranks and for which keywords. For example, if 

you want a homepage to rank for dozens or hundreds of keywords, 

then build links back to that page with different anchor text from 

your other pages. 

On the contrary, if you want your homepage or a page to rank for a 

very specific keyword, then only build links to that page with that 

keyword, a plural or a very close semantic cousin. 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
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*Keep in mind that you’ll want to vary the anchor text slightly or use 

a priority based internal linking approach when using this tactic (shown 

above with the Google search operator site:domain.com keyword ) as 

search engines have a tendency to devalue pages that are over-

optimized for a specific keyword. 

When I suggest to build links, I am implying both internal (within the 

site) and external (from other sites). Also note, that content nested 

deep in a site still adds relevance to the global term weights search 

engines use to parse the collective volume of occurrences any given 

keyword has. 

These metrics take into account a key phrases contextual occurrences 

within a document, anchor text, usage, keyword saturation, frequency 

or proximity in the title, bold, italics, as well as other relevance weights. 

The only thing to determine is, which method is conducive to the type 

of conversion optimization being employed? What are the respective 

offers? And what margin or ROI could they potentially yield 

(immediately as well as in the long-run). 

Which Method Can Increase Keyword Conversions by 200%? 

Have you ever wondered an easy way to increase keyword conversions 

by 200%? Just use the wildcard (.*) method implied above in #2. So, 

instead of just using one contextual link and linking to the preferred 

landing page with specific anchor text, also add an H2 link to a 

secondary page (a related landing page) and both pages can rank for 

the keyword.   

 

 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/link-building/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/seo/seo-search-information-retrieval/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/search-engine-optimization/anchor-text-optimization-optimizing-links-with-seo/
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Over time, this produces the coveted double ranking (a search engine 

results page ranking with another from the same site indented under 

it). Not only does this garner a 200% potential return on investment 

(2 positions mean the prospect is more likely to select your website), as 

well as you are taking one more spot a competitor would have 

occupied. 

So, once again, in addition to building a contextual link from the top 10 

pages. Also add a second link on the page using an H2 tag that links to 

a secondary page you want to rank for the same or similar keyword. 

This is what we called the grappling hook technique and perfected it 

over the years.  

It even works in reverse such as a non-ranked page getting a link from  

a page that’s ranking in the top 10 for a specific keyword, can pull the 

new page into the top 10 right next to it (as long as the on page internal 

links also support that keyword). 

Also, if you are targeting long-tail phrases (which comprise 80% of most 

traffic) then you could quickly devour hundreds if not thousands of 

rankings from using the keyword stemming method to drive more 

traffic collectively to all of your pages. 

Just as we mentioned the H2 tip above, it plays well into the last  

strategy we will cover in greater detail below. 

 

 

 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/seo/search-engine-optimization-tactics/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/seo-basics/long-tail-seo/
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Adding Deep Links from Ranked Pages to Promote Buoyancy 

Once any page is ranking in the top 10 for a keyword, there is a simple 

trick you can use to pass link weight and relevancy to another page.  

Ready for it? you just link to it contextually so, let’s say we get the 

“Landing Pages” page ranking, then you could link to a “conversion 

optimization page” with the keywords “conversion optimization” to 

pass vital ranking factor along. This is essentially deep linking (linking to 

pages nested in the site). 

When deep linking you must determine which long-tail phrases are 

worth pursuing or if targeting the root phrase is more ideal, e.g. do you 

target conversion optimization or conversion optimization strategy, 

conversion optimization tools, etc. 

If you choose to target more competitive keywords, you will either need 

(1) more specific landing pages and supporting pages or (2) a higher 

volume of links to the pages in order to build more momentum and 

ranking authority. This is essentially siloing or website silo architecture.  

If you use the second method (linking only with the EXACT MATCH 

keyword) and getting enough deep links (links from other themed 

pages) from other websites (preferably on the same topic as the 

keyword), you can secure a more dominant search engine position. 

 

 

 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.seodesignframework.com/website-silo-architecture/
http://www.seodesignsolutions.com/blog/tag/deep-links/
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Just as hinted to above, you have to marry the keywords to the 

optimization method as well as the degree of on page power you will 

be able to generate (within the context of your content) and the 

amount of links you will be able to build. 

This method is priceless as it is interwoven into the very fabric of the 

link graph itself.  

So, rather than trying to trick search engines, just give them what they 

want (order, structure, consistency or multiple references) which will 

allow their algorithmic programs to select the common denominator 

based on the keyword vacuum created by the query. 

This is also the way to compete, compete with metrics by creating 

optimal overlapping layers of metrics that search engines reward. 

There are 200 metrics or more that search engines use to determine 

relevance. 

The more relevant nodes you unlock, the closer you are to the top 

position; meaning, websites which lack the proper aligned metrics will 

be subordinate and eliminated algorithmically as contenders as a result 

of your collective momentum and high relevance score. 

Despite the simplicity of concentrating your keyword anchor text to 

rank for competitive keywords or using multiple anchor text variations 

to promote keyword stemming, this truly is a priceless SEO tactic. 

 

 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.majesticseo.com/research/competitors-analysis.php
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Regardless of which method you choose, your pages will gain more 

strength and context for the topic, which will only reciprocate an 

aggregate amount of ranking power for you to funnel, sculpt or direct 

within your new or aged pages as you see fit. 

In Closing  

This internal linking guide was originally written by us in 2009 but still 

works like a charm to this day. These methods were a precursor to the 

website silo architecture silo builder module we created for WordPress 

and have deployed countless sites since then using our SEO Design 

Framework.  

If you enjoyed this, then we encourage you to check out our 

professional WordPress tools, SEO Ultimate and the SEO Design 

Framework which each have distinct modules created specifically to 

implement and automate the strategies covered in this guide. 

http://www.seodesignframework.com/
http://www.seodesignframework.com/website-silo-architecture/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/seo-ultimate/
http://www.seodesignframework.com/blog/
http://www.seodesignframework.com/blog/

